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Summary
Recent studies indicate that binding of urokinase-type plasminogen activator (uPA) to its high
affinity receptor (uPAR), orchestrates uPAR interactions with other cellular components that play
a pivotal role in diverse (patho-)physiological processes including wound healing, angiogenesis,
inflammation, and cancer metastasis. However, notwithstanding the wealth of biochemical data
available describing the activities of uPAR, little is known as to the exact mode of uPAR-uPA
interactions and the presumed conformational changes that accompanying uPA-uPAR
engagement. Here we report the crystal structure of soluble urokinase plasminogen activator
receptor (suPAR), which contains the three domains of the wild-type receptor but lacks the cell
surface anchoring sequence, in complex with the amino terminal fragment of urokinase-type
plasminogen activator (ATF), at the resolution of 2.8 Å. We also report the 1.9 Å crystal structure
of the free ATF. Our results provide a structural basis, represented by conformational changes
induced in uPAR, for several published biochemical observations describing the nature of uPARuPA interactions and provide insight into mechanisms that may be responsible for the cellular
responses induced by uPA binding.
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Introduction
Urokinase plasminogen activator (uPA) is a 50 kDa serine protease that has been implicated
in a number of physiological and disease processes including tumor growth and metastasis,
angiogenesis, and inflammation1,2. Many of these activities of uPA are mediated at the cell
surface through a specific receptor (uPAR, CD87). They include cell signaling leading to
*
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differentiation and proliferation, activation of cell surface protease cascades, and remodeling
of extracellular matrix and basement membrane, leading to cell motility3. Binding of uPA
has been proposed to regulate the association of uPAR with a number of other cell surface
ligands including the low-density lipoprotein receptor (LRP)4, integrins5, vitronectin6, and
kininogen7, as well as other receptors such as platelet-derived growth factor receptor
(PDGFR), epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), and G-protein coupled receptors
(GPCRs)8,9. How uPA mediates these changes in uPAR function requires further study.
uPA is a multidomain protein comprised of three domains: an N-terminal growth factor
domain (GFD, amino acids 1 through 46), a kringle domain (KD, amino acids 47 through
135), and a serine protease domain. The GFD and the kringle domain represent the aminoterminal fragment of uPA (ATF), that contains all molecular determinants required for
binding to uPAR10,11, and the interactions of the ATF and uPA with uPAR are
indistinguishable kinetically10,12.
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uPAR is also a protein composed of three domains: domain DI (amino acids 1–77), domain
DII (amino acids 93–177) and domain DIII (amino acids 193–272) that are homologous
based on their arrangement of disulfide bonds, but not on their amino acid sequence13. The
high affinity interaction of uPAR with uPA has been demonstrated to require contributions
from all three domains although the spatial nature of these interactions is not fully
appreciated. Domains DI and DII of uPAR are connected by a linker sequence (amino acids
Gln78-Tyr92), which, upon uPA binding, becomes exposed to proteolytic attack by various
proteases including uPA, plasmin and matrix metalloproteases14,15. The physiological
effects of the linker cleavage include abolision of uPA binding with concomitant loss of
uPAR affinity for vitronectin16 and, depending on the exact cleavage sites, generation of
chemotactically active fragments of uPAR17.
uPAR is bound to cell surfaces via a glycosyl-phosphatidyl-inositol (GPI) anchor linked to
its C-terminal Gly283. Soluble forms of uPAR (suPAR), generated by either hydrolytic
activity of GPI-specific phospholipases18 or juxtamembrane proteolytic cleavage19, have
been identified in biological fluids, both in vitro and in vivo. These soluble receptor species
retain high affinity binding for urokinase that is indistinguishable from the parental
molecule. uPAR is extensively glycosylated with N-linked carbohydrates (linked to Asn52,
Asn162, Asn172, Asn200, and Asn233) comprising up to 50 % of the molecular weight of
the receptor20. Earlier biochemical studies revealed that only the N-glycosylation at the
Asn52 site is required to retain wild-type uPA-binding affinity, whereas removal of other
carbohydrates by either site-directed mutagenesis21 or by enzymatic treatment22 has no
appreciable effect.
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In this report, we describe the 2.8 Å crystal structure of ATF bound to suPAR2345 (a soluble
fragment of uPAR comprising amino acids 1–277 with four N-glycosylation sites eliminated
by the Asn → Gln mutations) and the structure of the unbound ATF at the resolution of 1.9
Å. Additionally, we report the 3.3 Å structure of the binary complex between ATF and the
fully glycosylated soluble fragment of uPAR (suPARWT). Structural comparison of the two
binary complexes confirms all conclusions based solely on analysis of the higher resolution
ATF/suPAR2345.
During the preparation of this manuscript the structure of the ATF/suPAR/ATN615 ternary
complex has been reported23, in which a Fab fragment of the monoclonal antibody ATN625
targeting the domain DIII of suPAR was co-crystallized with the ATF/suPAR. The
incorporation of the antibody reportedly improved the resolution of X-ray data, however, it
also raised the possibility of structural perturbations induced by the antibody-receptor
interactions. Structures presented in our report not only translate the observations of Huai
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and collaborators to the physiologically more relevant binary complex, suPAR/ATF, but
also provide additional information that were not derived from the ternary complex, such as
conformational changes in the suPAR/ATF complex that localize to regions previously
implicated in chemotaxis24 and integrin interactions5. Moreover, the structure of both
unbound and the receptor-engaged ATF allows us to render conclusions linking the interdomain contacts within ATF to physiological processes described in the literature.

Results
Protein Constructs and Heterologous Overexpression
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To facilitate crystallography, we used a soluble form of uPAR (suPARWT, amino acids 1–
277), containing the three domains of uPAR (DIDIIDIII), but lacking a GPI-anchor signal
sequence. To further reduce receptor heterogeneity resulting from differences in N-linked
oligosaccharide structures, four of the five N-glycosylation sites of the suPARWT were
mutated (N162Q, N172Q, N200Q, and N233Q), and the resulting mutant was denoted
suPAR2345 (reported earlier in ref.12). Both suPAR constructs were expressed in Drosophila
Schneider’s S2 cells and purified to homogeneity by combination of immunoaffinity
chromatography and size-exclusion chromatography (data not shown). Both receptor
constructs contain all of the determinants required for binding to uPA/ATF and neither
alteration perturbs uPA (ATF) binding affinity25–28. Thus, ATF and suPAR2345 are
suitable surrogates for their full length parent proteins and contain all of the interacting
residues required to form the high affinity uPA/uPAR complex.
Structure of the unbound ATF
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The structure of unbound ATF was solved by molecular replacement and the refined model
of the ATF includes residues 11 through 132. The 10 residues at the N-terminus and 11
residues C-terminus are not modeled due to the absence of the corresponding electron
density. Comparison of our structure of the free ATF solved by X-ray crystallography and
the NMR structure of ATF published previously29 reveals several differences. First of all,
although the basic structural features and global fold are similar, the models do not display
close structural alignment, with root-mean-square deviations (r.m.s.d.) of 2.7 Å (37 Cα
pairs) and 3.4 Å (86 Cα pairs) for GFD and KD, respectively. This low structural similarity
might be attributed to prevalence of coiled regions in the ATF molecule as well as lower
quality of the final NMR model. For comparison, structural alignment between the four
individual molecules in an asymmetric unit of the unbound ATF crystals results in r.m.s.
deviations of maximum 2.0 Å (GFD, 37 Cα pairs) and 0.38 Å (KD, 86 Cα pairs). The
former value suggests a fair degree of flexibility within the GFD (mainly confined to the Ωloop), which is not unexpected, given the virtual absence of well-defined secondary
structures within this domain.
More importantly, the crystal structure of free ATF enabled the relative orientation of the
GFD and KD and the inter-domain contacts in the free ATF to be analyzed for the first time
(Figure 1A). In contrast to the NMR data on ATF, the X-ray structure reveals rather
extensive interactions between both domains, with all of the interacting residues clearly
defined in the electron density. Notably, side-chains of Leu14 and Leu92 are engaged in
close hydrophobic contacts, whereas the side-chain of Ile44 packs into the hydrophobic
pocket formed by Lys61, His99 and Tyr101. In addition, the backbone carbonyl of Arg59
forms a short hydrogen bond with the amide group of Asp45 (2.88 Å), and the Asp45 βcarboxylate group is also involved in a network of hydrogen bonds with backbone amides of
Ser47 (3.39 Å) and Lys48 (3.22 Å; see Figure 1B). These contacts are well conserved in the
ATF bound to suPAR suggesting that as a whole the ATF molecule is less flexible than
suggested previously. Relative orientation of the GFD and KD domains is quite similar for
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both the free and receptor bound forms of the ATF with r.m.s.d. below 2.0 Å for the 122 Cα
pairs and this characteristic might have important biological implications (see the Discussion
section).
suPAR Structure and Interdomain Contacts
The structure of the suPAR2345/ATF complex was solved by molecular replacement (for
details see Materials and Methods). The overall bowl-like shape of the receptor in the
suPAR/ATF complex, with the ‘fissure’ at the interface between domains DI and DIII and
the central cavity approximately 23 Å deep, is very similar to the suPAR in the complex
with an inhibitory peptide AE147 reported recently30. Domains DI and DII are primarily
associated via interactions between amino acids of β-strands βIE and βIID (for
nomenclature see refs.30,31) with the latter forming a ‘joint’ between these domains.
Likewise, the β-strands βIIE and βIIID mediate contact between domains DII-DIII and
contribute prominently to the interface of 1,360 Å2 connecting these two domains (Figure
2A). Finally, the ‘bowl’ is closed owing to hydrogen-bonding interactions between amino
acid residues His47-Asn259 (NE2…OD1, 3.12 Å) and Arg53-Asp254 (NH2…OD2, 2.62 Å)
of domains DI and DIII. Interestingly, no such interactions exist between DI and DIII in the
suPAR/AE147 complex. ATF binding could thus invoke ’closure’ of the receptor by
eliciting changes in relative orientation of the individual suPAR domains (see below).
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Mode of suPAR2345/ATF interactions
The model of suPAR2345/ATF complex provides a mechanistic basis for a number of
published biochemical observations in the literature. In agreement with these studies, GFD
(in particular the β-hairpin – termed the Ω-loop and formed by the residues 19 through 31),
plays a central role in the suPAR/ATF binding and is primarily responsible for the high
affinity interactions between uPA and its receptor10,11 (Figure 2B). Upon binding of ATF
to suPAR2345, approximately 2,340 Å2 of the combined molecular surface area is buried.
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The patch of predominantly hydrophobic residues within the Ω-loop (Trp30, Ile28, Phe25,
Asn22 and Val20) (Figure 1) faces a hydrophobic region of DI in suPAR2345 that is formed
by the side chains of amino acid residues from the β-sheet strands βIC (Arg25, Thr27,
Val29, Leu31), βID (Leu38, Leu40, Glu42), βIE (Arg53, Thr54, Leu55, Tyr57), and βIF
(Lys62, Thr64, Leu66, Thr67, Glu68; Figures 2 and 3A). Particularly striking is the locking
in of Trp30 (ATF) during complex formation by the receptor residues Val29, Leu31, Tyr57,
Thr64, and Leu66. Whereas the side chain of Trp30 is highly mobile in free ATF, the indol
moiety becomes well-ordered in the complex, contributing extensively to the ligand-receptor
interface. The DI domain contributes 16 out of the total 27 residues interacting with the ATF
ligand. The complementary surface area at this interface is 740 Å2, which comprises
approximately 63% of the total complementary surface. This observation correlates closely
with available biochemical data describing the prominent contribution of the DI domain and
involvement of specific amino acids in uPA binding28,32 (Figure 3A).
However, even though the domain DI plays a pivotal role in uPA/uPAR interactions28,
simultaneous cooperation of all three uPAR domains in forming a composite binding site is
needed to generate high affinity binding of ATF or uPA26. This observation is explained by
our structure through identification of residues within the DIIDIII that are engaged in
intermolecular contacts with ATF (Figure 3B) as well as interdomain interactions within the
receptor. Buried deeply inside the suPAR cavity, Lys23 (of ATF) is hydrogen bonded to
Thr127 (NZ…OG1, 2.9) and Asp140 (N…OD1, 2.55) and makes additional van der Waals
contacts with His166. Furthermore, Tyr24 is tightly packed inside a hydrophobic pocket
delineated by amino acid residues Val125, Leu150, Pro151, Leu168 and Asp256. Consistent
with these observations, both Lys23 and primarily Tyr24 were shown to be important
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determinants of uPA-uPAR interactions33,34. At the same time, although the contribution
of the above-mentioned uPAR residues to ATF binding is quite evident from the structural
studies they eluded detection during mutagenesis analyses.
Structural Changes in uPAR upon ATF binding
Published biochemical data suggest substantial conformational changes in the uPAR upon
uPA binding. This notion is fully supported by our findings, as comparison of the
suPAR2345/ATF structure to the recently published structure of suPAR/AE147 complex30
shows that the ATF binding causes considerable structural alterations in suPAR.
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Whereas structures of the individual isolated domains of suPAR2345 (in the suPAR2345/ATF
complex) are very similar to the corresponding domains of the suPAR/AE147 complex and
the domains DI, DII and DIII in both complexes could be superimposed with r.m.s.
deviations of 1.6 Å, 1.9 Å, and 1.8 Å, respectively, significant changes are observed in the
relative orientations of the domains within the two complexes. This observation can be wellillustrated by aligning both complexes based on the Cα-atoms of a single domain only.
Thus, when the domains DI of the two complexes are superimposed, domains DIII align very
poorly with a maximal positional difference between the corresponding amino acid residues
exceeding 12 Å (for Gln234 Cα; see Figure 4A). The spatial divergence between the two
complexes could be further documented by the r.m.s.d. of 4.1 Å for 258 equivalent Cα
atoms of the whole receptor.
In addition to overall realignment of entire domains of suPAR, more subtle conformational
changes could be traced in the suPAR2345/ATF complex as compared to the suPAR complex
with inhibitory peptide. Within the domain DI the hairpin formed by strands βIC and βID in
suPAR2345/ATF is pushed outward from the central cavity by 6.4 Å (Glu34Cα), while the
opposite shift is seen for the β-strands βIE and βIF (up to 5.1 Å for Leu61Cα). A highly
flexible loop connecting β-strands βIIC and βIID in the domain DII of suPAR (Trp129
through Arg142) and harboring the Gly133-Glu-Glu-Gly136 motif implicated in integrin
signaling5, which protrudes from the receptor in the suPAR/inhibitor complex, is now bent
toward the central cavity of the receptor. This is due to interactions between Pro138,
Lys139, and Asp140 of suPAR2345 and the amino acid stretch Cys19 through Lys23 of the
Ω-loop of ATF (Figure 4B).
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Another noticeable difference between the two structures is a readjustment of the highly
mobile amino acid segment (Gln78-Tyr92) connecting domains DI and DII of uPAR. It has
been proposed that this DIDII linker is displaced and exposed upon uPA (ATF) binding24.
In our structure the Gln78-Tyr92 loop was ‘immobilized’ in its presumed ‘open’
conformation, i.e. in the conformation where the linker is distanced from the receptor body
by more than 14 Å (Val85CA…Arg53CA; Figure 5). This spatial rearrangement makes the
linker more susceptible to the hydrolysis by various proteases (including plasmin, uPA or
matrix metalloproteases14,15) and as well it converts the chemotactic epitope Ser88-Tyr92
from its cryptic form to the form easily accessible to interactions with an fMLP
receptors35,36. Although the ‘open’ conformation of the Gln78-Tyr92 linker observed in
our structure results from the crystallographic contacts between different molecules of
receptor, it likely represents a preferred conformation of the linker in the complex between
suPAR and ATF (uPA). Furthermore, this conclusion is fully supported by the available
biochemical data14,15,24,35,36. Therefore, under physiological conditions, the ATF (uPA)
engagement with the receptor favors the ‘open’ conformation of he linker even though the
previously reported ATF/suPAR/ATN615 ternary complex structure suggests that fair
degree of flexibility of the linker is retained23. Taken together, depending on the nature of
ligand/inhibitor occupying the central cavity, suPAR is capable of extensive structural
transformations ensuring the most effective interactions with the corresponding ligand and
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with binding sites mapped to the outer portion of the receptor5,37.
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Discussion
In this report we present structural explanations for several important results of biological/
biochemical studies reported in literature. In addition to the X-ray structure of the
suPAR2345/ATF complex described in detail in the Results section, we solved the crystal
structure of suPARWT/ATF complex, i.e. complex of the fully N-glycosylated receptor and
ATF, at 3.3 Å resolution (see Table I). Comparison of the two ligand-receptor complexes
confirms that mutations introduced in the suPAR2345 do not change the overall structural
characteristics of the receptor as 1) binding modes between ATF and suPAR2345 or
suPARWT, respectively, are identical and 2) both receptors have virtually identical
topologies (data not shown). Due to the higher resolution only the complex of suPAR2345/
ATF was used in the subsequent structural analysis.
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Available biophysical data for uPA suggests high relative flexibility of its individual
domains38,39. Although the possibility of some interaction between GFD and KD might
have been suspected, specific contacts between these two domains were not elucidated.
Similar conclusion were drawn from the NMR structural studies of ATF in solution, during
which both domains were modeled as isolated entities due to lack of inter-domain NOEs29.
Contrary to the NMR data, our structures revealed quite extensive interactions between GFD
and KD, which constrain the ATF molecule in a virtually invariant shape. These contacts are
likely of physiological relevance and are not attributable to the crystal packing, as they are
well-conserved in all structures described in this report and also in the ternary ATF/suPAR/
ATN615 complex published recently23.
Human uPAR contains five potential N-glycosylation sites, only first four of which appear
to utilized22 and only glycosylation of Asn52 has a moderate impact on the affinity of uPA/
uPAR interactions21. An analysis of presented structure suggests that Asn52 → Gln
mutation would lead to the disruption of hydrogen bonding between Asn52 and Val70
(OD1…N, 2.86 Å) 21. Such change could cause local rearrangement of the receptor within
the region involved in interactions with uPA (uPAR residues Arg53, Thr54 or Glu68). It is
also possible that the presence of different oligosaccharide chains linked to Asn52 might
regulate uPAR cleavage and, subsequently, its interaction with other partners such as
integrins, vitronectin or G-protein-coupled receptors40. Such a possibility is conceivable
due to the close proximity (about 10 Å in our complex) of the N-glycosylation attachment
site and the DI-DII linker (see Figure 4B).
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High affinity interaction between uPA and uPAR is mediated primarily via contacts of the
Ω-loop with the receptor. Interactions between the ATF amino acids outside the Ω-loop and
the suPAR likely play only a auxiliary (transient) role since they are not well-conserved
between the four ATF/suPAR2345 complexes within the asymmetric unit and differ from the
interactions observed in our ATF/suPARWT structure as well as in the ATF/suPAR/ATN615
ternary structure reported recently23. An absence of strong and conserved interactions
between the kringle domain of uPA and the receptor molecule further underscores the
importance of the inter-domain (GFD-KD) contacts constraining the invariant overall ATF
shape, which might be of primary significance for efficient interactions with other
physiological partners of the uPAR/uPA complex, including integrins5 and vitronectin6. For
example, the conservation of the relative orientations of ATF domains leads to a series of
weaker and not conserved interactions between the KD and DI of the receptor, which were
previously suggested to stabilize the uPA-uPAR complex12. Additionally, the side-chain of
Lys46 from the GFD is positioned in close proximity to the receptor, possibly explaining the
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impaired cleavage of uPA bound to uPAR that leads to a reduced rate and efficiency of uPA
internalization/degradation41. The ATF (and probably KD) can also become engaged in a
low affinity interaction with vitronectin that involves an interaction site distinct from the
somatomedin B domain implicated in a high affinity uPAR-binding42. Consequently, under
an assumption of favorable spatial orientation of the ATF domains, the KD-vitronectin
interaction would contribute (in addition to structural changes in suPAR) to augmentation of
the binding affinity in the uPA/uPAR/vitronectin ternary complex43. Also, the inter-domain
forces in ATF may assure the proper orientation of KD (and the protease domain of uPA)
for the interactions with an I-domain of the integrin αMβ2 and possibly with other integrins
(see below).
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Both uPA and uPAR are reported to interact with cell adhesion receptors of the integrin
superfamily, including the subfamilies β1, β3, and β5, as well as the β2 integrin subfamily
expressed in cells of hematopoietic lineage44–47. Functional uPA/uPAR/integrin
association modulates various aspects of cell physiology such as motility, mitogenic activity
or adhesive phenotype. At the molecular level, uPAR interacts with at least two distinct
regions of the integrin molecule – the lectin domain48 and a site at the interface of α- and βchains that is close to, but distinct from, the “classical” MIDAS integrin binding site47,49.
Binding of uPA to uPAR typically strengthens uPAR-integrin interactions and could elicit
the integrin-mediated signaling, but the mechanisms underlying these phenomenona are not
clear. It is plausible that both conformational changes in the receptor and/or concurrent
binding of suitably oriented KD to an integrin might be involved in these processes. In the
latter case, the ‘favorable’ orientation of kringle (and protease) domains of uPA, enforced by
the GFD-KD interdomain interactions, might be necessary to ensure specific kringle-integrin
contacts. Additionally, a recent study suggests that the highly flexible loop between strands
βIIC and βIID of the domain DII (amino acids Trp129-Arg142) plays an important role in
binding of uPAR to the integrin αvβ35. Moreover, the Gly133-Glu-Glu-Gly136 motif
activates αvβ3-dependent signaling pathways and stimulates cell migration5. As seen from
our structure, binding of the ATF molecule induces a major conformational change of this
loop (Figure 5). Although the structural comparison by itself is insufficient to explain an
increased affinity of the interaction between suPAR and integrins or the integrin-mediated
signaling upon uPA binding, it is likely that the loop repositioning, observed in our
structure, contributes to these effects.
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Overexpression of uPAR/uPA correlates with poor prognosis in a number of human tumor
types. Thus, the development of agents that inhibit uPA/uPAR interactions has become an
attractive therapeutic target2. In addition to uPA-derived linear and cyclic peptides, which
should resemble uPA in their binding mode to uPAR, Plough and coworkers reported a
series of peptidic antagonists derived from a phage display random library50. Based on the
presence of the FXXYLW motif, a variation the uPAR binding motif in GFD, they proposed
similar binding modes between the inhibitory peptides and uPA. Although direct
comparison of uPAR2345/ATF and uPAR/AE147 complexes confirms a spatial overlap
between the GFD and AE147 in the binding cavity of uPAR, pronounced differences exist in
the positioning of the individual side chains and in their interactions with the receptor
(Figure 6). These differences could be responsible for observed species-selectivity of the
inhibitory peptides towards human uPAR. Consequently, the detailed analysis and
comparison of binding modes of inhibitory peptides and ATF might be exploited in the
rational design of novel inhibitors.
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Recombinant soluble urokinase-type plasminogen activator receptor (suPARWT; amino
acids 1–277) was expressed in Drosophila S2 cells and purified by a combination of
immunoaffinity and size-exclusion chromatography. Cloning of the suPAR2345 construct
(the mutant of suPARWT with N162Q, N172Q, N200Q, and N233Q mutations) was
described elsewhere12, and the recombinant protein was expressed and purified as described
for suPARWT. Amino-terminal fragment of full-length urokinase (ATF; amino acids 1–143)
was heterologously over-expressed in Drosophila S2 cells12. The purification protocol
included the ion-exchange chromatography using SP-Sepharose resin (GE Healthcare) and
the size-exclusion chromatography using a Sephacryl 16/60 HR100 column (GE
Healthcare). All of the purified protein constructs mentioned above were virtually pure as
determined by Commassie stained SDS-PAGE (data not shown).
suPAR2345/ATF and suPARWT/ATF complexes were prepared by equilibration of the
mixture of the receptor and ATF at a 1:2 molar ratio overnight at 4°C followed by sizeexclusion chromatography using Superdex 10/30 HR200 (GE Healthcare). All sizeexclusion steps were carried out in 20 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, pH 8.0, and the final
protein concentrations determined by measuring absorbance at 280 nm.
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Crystallization
Crystals of ATF were grown at room temperature using the hanging drop vapor diffusion
method from 3 μl droplets obtained by mixing equal volumes of protein (20 mg/ml) and the
reservoir solutions (1.2 M sodium dihydrogen phosphate, 0.8 M potassium hydrogen
phosphate, 200 mM lithium sulfate, 100 mM CHES, pH 10.5). For diffraction experiments,
a single crystal was briefly soaked in the reservoir solution enriched with 15% (v/v) glycerol
and flash-frozen in a stream of nitrogen cooled to 100 K.
For crystallization of the suPAR2345/ATF complex, the hanging droplets were formed from
the equal volumes of protein (8 mg/ml) and the reservoir (22.5% w/v PEG3350, 200 mM
ammonium sulfate, 100 mM Bis-Tris, pH 5.5) solutions at room temperature. Typically,
pyramidal crystals grew within a week. Crystals were transferred to the reservoir solution
containing 15% (v/v) glycerol and flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen.
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suPARWT/ATF crystals were obtained at room temperature using the hanging drop vapor
diffusion from drops containing equal volumes of protein complex (8 mg/ml) and the
reservoir solutions (1.54 M ammonium sulfate, 100 mM HEPES, pH 7.4). Rod-like crystals
that belong to the space group P3121 grew within two days. For the data collection, the
crystals were flash-frozen in the reservoir solution supplemented with 25% (v/v) glycerol.
Data collection
Diffraction data for the native crystals of ATF and the suPAR2345/ATF complex were
collected at the SER-CAT beamline at the Advanced Photon Source (Argonne, USA) at an
X-ray wavelength of 1.135 Å. Data for the suPARWT/ATF complex were collected at the
beamline X25 at the National Synchrotron Light Source, Brookhaven National Laboratory
using an ADSC Quantum Q210 CCD detector and an X-ray wavelength of 1.254 Å. All
experiments were performed at temperature 100 K. All data were processed and scaled using
HKL200051 (HKL Research). Crystals of ATF belong to the space group P1 with unit cell
dimensions of a = 47.6 Å, b = 64.3 Å, c = 64.6 Å, α = 107.62°, β = 92.11°, γ = 95.75°, and
four molecules ATF are present in the unit cell. Crystals of the suPAR2345/ATF complex
belong to the space group P21 (a = 62.9 Å, b = 281.9 Å, c = 62.8 Å, β = 105.4°) with four
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complex molecules found in the asymmetric unit. Finally, crystals of the suPARWT/ATF
complex belong to the space group P3121 (a = 131.6 Å, c = 104.5 Å) with a single molecule
of the complex present in the asymmetric unit. Detailed data collection statistics are shown
in Table 1.
Structure Solving
The structure of ATF was solved by molecular replacement at the resolution of 2.5 Å using
program Phaser52. Models of both GFD and KD domains based on the NMR structure of
ATF29 were used as independent search probes. Initial refinement, accompanied by
extensive model rebuilding and modeling the fragments of the ATF molecule, was carried
out with the program CNS53. At later stages of the CNS refinement, carried out at 1.9 Å
resolution, solvent molecules were incorporated in the model. The final refinement was
conducted with the program Refmac 5.054, resulting in an R value of 0.182 (Rfree= 0.208).
Due to a disorder, amino acids 1–10 and 133–143 are not modeled in the final structure. The
Rachamadran plot shows 87.9% and 12.1% of the residues in favored and allowed regions,
respectively, and the additional refinement statistics are shown in Table 1.
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Structure of the suPAR2345/ATF complex was solved by molecular replacement with the
program Phaser at the resolution 3.3 Å. Five independent models, subsequently incorporated
in partial solutions, were those of individual domains of the ATF (GFD and KD from the
crystal structure solved earlier) and suPAR (DIDIIDIII). Models of DI, DII, and DIII domains
of suPAR, comprising residues 1–82, 91–173, and 190–240, respectively, were generated
from the PDB entry 1YHW. All initial corrections and extensions to the model were assisted
by refinement (CNS) consisting a simulated annealing, a steepest-gradient energy
minimization, and the overall B-factor refinement, with a very gradual extension of the
resolution. During further improvement of the structure, refinement was carried with the
program Refmac 5.0. At the final cycles of refinement, partial solvent structure was
modeled, which consisted of just the water molecules occupying sites indicated by strong
Fo-Fc electron density peaks and a suitable chemical environment. The final model with four
molecules of suPAR2345/ATF complexes in an asymmetric unit is characterized by an R
value of 0.222 (Rfree= 0.265) with 75.5%, 21.5%, and 3.0% of the residues in favorable,
allowed and generously allowed regions, respectively. Additionally, due to a lack of the
interpretable electron density peaks, amino acids 1–10 and 133–143 of the ATF and 108–
111, 134–138, and 248–251 of suPAR2345 are not included in the final model.
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Initial attempts to solve the crystal structure of the suPARWT/ATF complex were based on
the anomalous data for the Ta6Br12-derivatized trigonal crystals. Analysis of the initial
electron density maps revealed several regions clearly identifiable with structural features of
the complex. A combination of low resolution and relatively weak phases, however,
prevented further building and extension of the model. The suPARWT/ATF structure was
also solved by molecular replacement with the program Phaser, according to the protocol
described earlier for the suPAR2345/ATF complex. Subsequently, very preliminary
refinement of the model (CNS, Refmac 5), carried out at resolution 3.3 Å, resulted in an R
value of 0.249 (Rfree= 0.289). Most importantly, however, these preliminary results already
showed the topological identity of both suPAR2345/ATF and suPARWT/ATF, complexes.
Due to significantly lower resolution of X-ray data (3.3 Å) available for suPARWT/ATF
crystals as compared to the suPAR2345/ATF complex, and apparent identity of topologies of
both complexes, further refinement of the trigonal crystal form was abandoned.
The quality of the final models was assessed using PROCHECK55, and the atomic
coordinates together with the experimental diffraction amplitudes were deposited at the
RCSB Protein Data Bank with accession numbers XXX (unbound ATF) and YYY
(suPAR2345/ATF complex).
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uPA

urokinase-type plasminogen activator

GFD

the growth factor-like domain of uPA

KD

the kringle domain of uPA

ATF

the amino terminal fragment of urokinase-type plasminogen activator

uPAR

urokinase-type plasminogen activator receptor

suPARWT

soluble fragment of urokinase-type plasminogen activator receptor

suPAR2345

mutant of suPARWT with four (of five) N-glycosylation sites mutated
(N162Q, N172Q, N200Q, and N233Q)

r.m.s.d

root-mean-square deviation
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Figure 1. Overall structure of unbound ATF
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Panel A: The growth-factor-like domain (GFD, amino acids 10–46) is shown in magenta
and the kringle domain (KD, amino acids 47–132), in green. The Ω-loop (amino acids 19–
31) is responsible for the high-affinity interactions between uPA and uPAR. Amino acids
Trp30, Ile28, Phe25, Asn22 and Val20, which form a hydrophobic patch within the Ω-loop
that interacts primarily with the domain DI of uPAR, are shown in ball-and-stick
representation. Ball-and-stick representation is also used to highlight amino acid residues
forming the inter-domain interface between GFD and KD. The atoms are colored blue
(nitrogen), red (oxygen), or according to the domain-color (carbons). Panel B: The
representative electron density at the interface of GFD and KD. Interactions between amino
acid residues implicated in inter-domain contacts between GFD and KD constrain the ATF
in an invariant shape that is virtually identical for both unbound and receptor engaged ATF.
Nitrogen atoms are blue, oxygen red, carbon atoms black. The 2Fo-Fc difference electron
density map is contoured at the 1.2σ level. The picture was generated using Molscript56,
Bobscript57 and rendered with PovRay.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of ATF binding to uPAR

Domains DI (amino acids 1–93), DII (amino acids 94–191) and DIII (amino acids 192–277)
of suPAR are shown in yellow, blue, and red, respectively; KD (47–132) is in green, GFD
(10–46) in magenta. Panel A: A cartoon representation of the suPAR2345/ATF complex.
The individual βstrands of suPAR2345 are labeled according to refs.30,31. Domain DI: βIA
(residues 2–8), βIB (13–17), βIC (24–33), βID (38–45), βIE (53–59), and βIF (63–70);
domain DII: βIIA (94–100), βIIB (112–115), βIIC (122–129), βIID (143–149), βIIE (156–
161), and βIIF (163–171); domain DIII: βIIIA (195–199), βIIIB (211–214), βIIIC (222–
229), βIIID (236–243), and βIIIE (259–267). Contacts between the domains are mediated
via interactions βIE and βIID (domains DI and DII), βIIE and βIIID (domains DII and DIII).
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Panel B: The ATF (cartoon representation) binds to the central cavity of suPAR2345
(surface representation) and the Ω-loop (Cys19-Cys31, ball-and-sticks) is primarily
responsible for the high affinity binding. Residues of suPAR2345 interacting with ATF are in
cyan.
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Figure 3. Detailed view of amino acid residues implicated in ATF binding in the individual
domains DI (A), and DII (B) of suPAR2345
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Isolated domains DI (1–77) and DII (94–177) are shown in cartoon representation and side
chains of amino acids interacting with ATF (shown in magenta, amino acids 17–41) are
shown as ball-and-sticks and are colored cyan (carbon), red (oxygen), and blue (nitrogen).
Panel A: The DI-ATF interaction is stabilized mostly by the hydrophobic contacts involving
16 amino acid residues from domain the DI. Panel B: Amino acid residues within domain
DII interacts primarily with Lys23 and Tyr24 of ATF (shown in magenta as balls-andsticks). Additional interactions include contacts between the fragment Pro138-Asp140,
which is a part of the uPAR loop implicated in integrin signaling, and the residues Cys19Lys23 of the Ω-loop in ATF.
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Figure 4. Binding of ATF induces substantial conformational changes in the suPAR

The domains DI (amino acids 1–77) of the suPAR2345/ATF and suPAR/AE147 (RCSB PDB
code 1YWH) complexes were aligned using corresponding Cα atoms. Panel A: Ribbon
representation of the receptors (ligands were omitted for clarity) with structurally aligned
domains DI. Domains DI, DII and DIII of the suPAR2345/ATF complex are in shown in
yellow, blue, and red, respectively, whereas receptor from the complex suPAR/AE147 is
painted in gray. The binding of ATF results in the displacement of the domain the DIII (red)
by more than 12 Å and shifts the domains DI and DIII close to each other , enabling a
‘closure’ of the suPAR. Interaction between DI and DIII is mediated by two pairs of residues,
His47-Asn259 and Arg53-Asp254 (shown in ball-and-stick representation). Other structural
changes include repositioning of hairpins βIC-βID, βIE-βIF as well as βIIC-βIID. Panel B:
J Mol Biol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2012 September 16.
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Displacement of the linker region (amino acid residues Gln78-Tyr92), connecting domains
DI and DII of suPAR upon ATF binding (suPAR2345/ATF structure in green, 1YWH in
grey). The epitope with chemotactic attributes (amino acids Ser88-Tyr92) is show in red and
positions susceptible to hydrolysis by various proteases are indicated with arrows. The
trisaccharide chain, attached to Asn52 and modeled in our structure, is also shown in balland-stick representation. Note that “typical” mammalian oligosaccharide structures are
much larger and due to their flexibility could easily “shield” the linker region from a
proteolytic attack. PL, uPA, MMP, and CHYM stand for plasmin, urokinase-type
plasminogen activator, matrix metallopeptidases, and chymotrypsin, respectively. The
domain DIII was omitted for clarity.
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Figure 5. Repositioning of the “integrin-interacting” loop (Trp129-Arg142) in suPAR2345 upon
ATF binding

Interactions between amino acid residues Cys19-Lys23 of the ATF and Pro138-Asp140 of
suPAR2345 leads to bending of the loop towards the central cavity of the receptor. Panel A:
The complexes, suPAR2345/ATF (domains DI, DII and DIII colored yellow, blue and red,
respectively) and suPAR/AE147 (shown in grey), were aligned based on corresponding Cα
atoms of the domain DI only. GFD is shown in combination of ball-and-sticks and semitransparent surface. The βIIC-βIID hairpin is in cartoon representation and its residues
interacting with GFD as ball-and-sticks. Panel B: Detailed view of residues engaged in the
interactions between the strands βIIC and βIID of suPAR2345 and the Ω-loop of ATF. The
Ω-loop is shown in surface representation and the interacting residues contributed by the
domain DII are painted as balls-and-sticks. Note the major movement of the βIIC-βIID
hairpin caused by interactions with the Ω-loop. In both structures amino acids 132 through
136 of suPAR are missing.
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Figure 6. Binding of ATF in the central cavity of suPAR differs from the inhibitory peptide
AE147

The complexes suPAR2345/ATF and suPAR/AE147 were superimposed using the equivalent
Cα atoms of the receptors. The AE147 peptide (green) and ATF (fragment Cys13-Cys31,
magenta) are in cartoon representation. In the ball-and-stick representation are shown the
residues marked in bold in the FXXYLW (AE147) or KYFXXIHW (ATF) motifs. The
residues of receptor forming the binding pocket are displayed in surface representation. The
labels of residues in AE147 are printed in blue and slanted, those of the ATF residues are
shown in red, and the suPAR residues are printed in black. Due to presence of resembling
sequence motifs (FXXXLW), similar binding modes were proposed for the ATF and
AE14750. From this figure, it is clear that despite of a spatial overlap between the two
ligands, except of Phe25 (ATF) and Phe5 (AE147), locations of the individual side chains
differ markedly.
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Table 1

. Data collection and refinement statistics

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

ATF

suPAR2345/ATF

suPARWT/ATF

P1

P21

P3121

a, b, c (Å)

47.6, 64.3, 64.6

62.9, 281.9, 62.8

131.6, 131.6, 104.5

α, β, γ (°)

107.6, 92.1, 95.7

90.0, 105.4, 90.0

90.0, 90.0, 120

40.0 - 1.9 (1.97 – 1.90)*

50.0-2.8 (2.90 – 2.80)

30.0-3.3 (3.42 – 3.30)

Rsym

0.059 (0.356)

0.047 (0.235)

0.082 (0.553)

I/σI

19.6

17.6

17.5

96.4 (87.0)

91.2 (51.3)

98.9 (90.7)

3.8 (2.8)

2.8 (1.8)

5.0 (3.1)

Resolution (Å)

15.0 - 1.9

15.0 - 2.8

15.0 - 3.3

No. reflections

51,775

47,048

14,910

0.182 (0.275)/ 0.208 (0.301)

0.223 (0.352)/ 0.265 (0.479)

0.249 (0.345) / 0.289 (0.411)

No. atoms

4,278

11,900

2,986

Protein

3,892

11,838

2,986

Ligand/ion

25

10

0

Water

361

52

0

Protein

29.4

67.1

Ligand/ion

57.8

68.8

Water

33.7

76.3

Bond lengths (Å)

0.019

0.013

Bond angles (°)

1.644

1.980

Data collection
Space group
Cell dimensions

Resolution (Å)

Completeness (%)
Redundancy
Refinement

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

R / Rfree

B-factors

(Å2)

R.m.s deviations

*

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

The highest resolution shells for ATF (1.97 – 1.90), suPAR2345/ATF (2.90 – 2.80) and suPARWT/ATF (3.42 – 3.30) are shown in parentheses.
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